
juricprudozic. It wore Ioiy o iri3 o the, drumiN.: up of business

forns, and only in the neo.Babylonian period did they beoaae more flexible, A proof
10

of this it the ua.r'o4.kk*dian series
anajitttu

consisting largely of such forms,

which developed in the early 014 Babylonian period.

Because of the political configuration 0? Babyrlonia in the Sumerian

period, when individual cities ccntosed for supreiey, law differed according to the

1ooality. It was city law, .though its basic concepts were everywhere the same by

reason of the conson civilization, Tranents of such sumerian city laws are still

extant, The first and only great code of legislation known to us is the Old Babylo

nian cods of the greatest ruler of the first Babylonian dynabty, Hamnurabi, Written

the Abdan language, it was p1arind as a legal code for the entire kingdom,

It consists of a compilation of older Akkadisn and Sumerian laws and tends to strike

a balance between the two legal systems. Then there are reforms made by the king-..

partly in the form of changes or interpolations in the draft cod.... ho here displayed

his social viewpoint, for he sympathised with the weak, which soetinos led him to

excessive protection of the debtor. No considered himself the ar tar. the king

of equity law, as crntra.td with kettwa the fixed, riid law. These concepts, which

were evolved as early as the uaerian period, might be compared d th equity and caaon

law, They are, however, theoretical concepts rather than living forces like the latter.

It is doubtful whether the code was wholly applied in practise, for it had a certain 1earod

stamp which led to the retention of obsolete legal provisions, as in the primitive rules

governing offenses against property which threaten the defeated party with the death

penalty. Nevertheless, the influence of this code upon the period must have been

tremendous and it was regarded with high esteem as a literary monument in later centur

ies in Babylonia, i. Middle Assyrian collection at court decisions and laws, the latter

no doubt largely derived frost an urban code of Assur, was probably the work of private

individuals whe modernized or lossed older laws by later additions, The first tablet,
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